VOLUSIA COUNTY GUN & HUNT CLUB

Subgun Sunday/PCC Match

I wanted to invite everyone to our Subgun Sunday/Pistol Caliber Carbine match the 5th Sunday of the month at the
Volusia County Gun & Hunt Club. Anyone with a Subgun or Pistol Caliber Carbine may shoot. If you only have a pistol,
bring it we will let you shoot. Please help spread the word out to other shooters that may not have received this email by
forwarding it on.
Our match will consist of 4 bays. The bays will have some awesome layouts with lots of targets requiring accuracy, trigger
control, and cunning. There is no telling what we might be shooting at, hanging steel plates (rounds, squares, and
diamonds), falling plates, pepper poppers, Texas Star, plate racks, paper targets and whatever other devious things we can
come up with. There will be no shoots and plenty of style points available. One of the bays will have a subgun staged in the
bay with ten rounds in the magazine which can be used to neutralize the 1-3 designated targets. This is not a requirement.
This is so everyone has a chance to shoot a subgun.
We want everyone to have a blast and want to come back and bring a bunch of their friends but safety comes first over
everything else. You can go to our YouTube channel to see videos of subgun matches.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCaAXlATmnPmBeWbv3V4o99Q
Match Gear:
1. A Submachine Gun (proper ATF paperwork is
required) or a pistol caliber semi-auto carbine
(.22LR is Allowed) with 4-6 magazines
2. 200-350 rounds of subgun ammo
(semi-auto shooters 150-250 rounds)
3. Magazine pouch
4. Pistol with holster and 2-3 magazines (optional)
5. 25 rounds of pistol ammo (optional)
6. Pistol Magazine pouch (optional)
Other accessories:
Suppressor (proper ATF paperwork is required)
Sunscreen
Water and other liquids to keep you hydrated
Chilly Pad Cooling Towel
Hat
Rain gear / boots if it is going to be wet

Divisions:
Subgun Iron
Subgun Optic
22LR Full Auto
Semi Auto Pistol Caliber Carbine
22LR Semi Auto
Youth
DATES 1/31/16, 5/29/16, 7/31/16, 10/30/16
REGISTRATION 8AM-8:45
SAFETY BRIEFING 8:45 AM
MATCH STARTS 9:00 AM
Match Director: RICHARD HOFFMAN
(407) 592-3975 or richard@bwefirearms.com
$ 15 MEMBERS OF VCGHC
$ 20 NON-MEMBERS

